PRODUCT
RANGE

T5 WP Stick-Lite
Waterproof IP64 lighting

Australia

Optional mounting clip
Ballast and case sold separately from stick-Lite

The T5 WP stick-lite now has a 32.5mm
diameter with a 1.5mm wall thickness.

Available in all DDP colours.
No emergency option available.

A variety of suspension and mounting clips

Single 1-10v dimmable option up to 28w

are available.

and for indoor applications only.

Suitable for indoor and outdoor applications.

Fluorescents cannot be dimmed in

0.5m lamp cable supplied (not extendable).

temperatures below +10C.

Waterproof IP64.

Mounting, fix mounting clips to wall or

Pressure compensation valve built in.
Satin outer case as standard.

ceiling approximately 100mm from the ends
of the lamp. Do not suspend from power
cable, always use suspension kit HFI WP SK.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Tested to IP64.

RE-LAMPING

Not suitable for immersion

Disconnect and isolate power supply
before commencing any maintenance.

Please enquire to verify if this product
is suitable for your application.

Unscrew top of cable gland 2 turns.

Encapsulite will not accept
responsibility for products used in
unsuitable applications.

Slide end cap out of the end of
the tube, (outer case).

Type X Stick-Lite WP, the Stick-lite is
supplied with an external cable that
if damaged, shall be replaced by a
special cable available exclusively from
Encapsulite or our service agent.
Glow wire test 850c.
AS/NZS CISPR 15:2002; compatible
with Tridonic.atco ECG
N14710
Conforms to BS4533: 102.1: 1190/EN
60598-2-1: 1989 / BS60598-1: 2008.
CE WEEE and ROHS compliant.
230v 50-60Hz.
Suitable for mounting
on combustible surfaces.

Unscrew bottom of cable gland 2 turns.

Carefully pull lamp tray out of the
tube, (outer case).
Twist lamp 90° and lift out.
Fit new lamp and twist 90° only, make
sure both ends of lamp are located
correctly.
Slide lamp tray carefully back in to the
tube (outer case).
Slide end cap back in to the end of the
tube (outer case).
Make sure the locator in the end cap sits in
the slot at the end of the tube (outer case).
Tighten the base of the cable gland until a
good seal is visible around the outer case.
Finally tighten the top of the cable gland
to seal the cable.

Do not mega test.
Incorrect wiring/programming will invalidate all warranties.
No emergency conversions available for this product.

Please note all plastics absorb moisture and this phenomena
will produce more condensation in fittings directly exposed
to rain for extended periods than those that are not.
Please call for more information if required.

Product Code

Overall
Length

Illuminated
Length

SL T5 WP 14w

670mm

530mm

SL T5 WP 21w

970mm

830mm

SL T5 WP 28w

1270mm

1130mm

SL T5 WP 35w

1570mm

1430mm

Not suitable for steam rooms/saunas and
environments with airborne chemicals.
Do not clean with any chemicals,
T5 and T8 lamps not suitable for
dimming outdoors or below +10°C.

For Product support Freecall 1800 733 113
or Email info@yld.com.au
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